

MUNARI B004
SCHEMATICS
SIDEBOARD

BEDSIDE TABLE
53cm x 160cm H 80cm
20,87'' x 62,99'' H 31,5''

65cm x 45cm H 41cm
25,59'' x 17,72'' H 16,14''

220cm x 53cm H 75cm
86,61'' x 20,87'' H 29,53''

BEDSIDE TABLE RIGHT
65cm x 45cm H 41cm
25,59'' x 17,72'' H 16,14''

FINISHINGS
Frame finishing

CANALETTO
WALNUT

SMOKED OAK

Feet finishing

CANALETTO
WALNUT

SMOKED OAK

MATT CALACATTA
GOLD

DARK EMPERADOR
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MUNARI B004
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Design: Studio Memo – architects Tapinassi and Manzoni
Strong design featuring drawer 'movement'; thus a cabinet with
a strong personality, highlighted also by the choice of materials
used such as Canaletto walnut also combined with Calacatta
gold marble and smoked oak also combined with a top in an
extremely high quality Dark imperador marble.
Available only in the dresser and bedside table versions,
precisely because it is a cabinet with a very strong personality
which best suits these versions
The name: Bruno Munari experimented works with a minimalist,
geometric style which led him to develop the idea of aesthetics
'in movement', where technique and function interplay in order
to define a balanced, ever changing object.
Made in Italy
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